Dreamtime Chart

1. Human World
   - Rules of behaviour
     - Secrecy
     - Who you can marry
   - Family relationship
   - Painting
   - Dancing
   - Teaching
   - Ceremonies
     - General
   - Singing
   - Story telling

2. Physical World
   - Sky
     - Sun
     - Stars
     - Moon
   - Animals
   - Law
     - Cannot change (contrast with white law).
     - It differs only a fraction between tribes
   - Land
     - Trees
     - Waterholes
     - Rocks
     - Sites
     - Tracks
       - Long/cross with each other + strong events + points

3. Sacred World
   - Healing - seeing the future
     - Who’s responsible for owning and taking care of different places
     - Nguraritja
   - Stories
     - Explaining the world; creation, destruction, change relationships
     - Example: Seven Sisters
   - Increase care of country
   - Punishment
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